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INTRODUCTION 
With the awareness of the importance of Social Studies 
in the school curriculum, a more conscious concern is being 
exerted in the direction of more supplementary reading materials. 
According to research findings, Social Studies fall near 
the lower end of the scale in popularity when compared vrith 
o t her areas of the academic program. There are various reasons 
which may account for this. The manner in which the materials 
have been presented, the failure of teachers to relate Social 
Studies to children's interests,and materials that are not 
meaningful to children are some reasons to consider. 
Teachers need to coordinate all aspects of child develop-
ment and behavior through an interesting program designed to 
meet the needs of children. 
Knowledge and skills are not the only aims of education. 
The development of worthy human relationship, the achievement 
of economic efficiency and the willingness to accept civic 
responsibility are important goals. 
Social Studies may be enriched by using a variety of 
materials in the classroom. A textbook is the organizational 
core of the course,and it is important to supplement this 1.vith 
reference books and supplementary readings. 
This study is an attempt to present an annotated list 
of books from the library in Charleston, South Carolina that 
may be used to enrich the program in Social Studies in grade 
five in that city. 
CHAPTER I 
A SUMMA..RY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
A review of research in social studies tells the purpose 
of the program. 
Coryelll states: 
The primary aim of any social studies program for the pupi l 
should be better understanding of social living. By social li ving 
is meant, livi ng with other people. 
The child should become aware of his role in not only his 
home, neighborhood, and community but also in his state, nation, 
and the world. To really realize his part in society may be 
brought about by the teacher. 
The basal social studies text and readers can not meet the 
needs of all the children because of the wide range of abilities 
in a class. Additional materia ls must be provided for them . 
Burns2 lists the following possible values for supplementary 
materials: 
n1. Accelerates achievements and aids comprehension, 
2. Broadens vocabulary, knowledge and experience, 
3. Increases interest, 
4. Promotes good attitudes, habits and skills, 
5. Helps avoid reading errors, 
6. Reduces failures, 
7. Provides for individual differences. 11 
1. Coryell, Vansant, ttNew Objectives for the Social Studies", 
The Social Studies, Scott Foresman Co., Chicago, May 1943, 
pp . 34-35. 
2. Burns, Lois 0., "Supplementary Reading and Enrichment 
Materials for Grade One 11 , Unpublished Master's Thesis, 
Boston University 1949, p. 10. 
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She suggests further that each individual must be guided 
in selecting books which are appropriate to him. 
Strangl feels that most children get basic vocabulary 
knowledge through reading interesting, simple books. The 
literature on simple reading emphasizes evaluation of books, 
and the values to be gained through such reading. 
While the analysis of supplementary reading material will 
require some tabulation, it should nevertheless be undertaken 
as a vital part of the placement of any book, says Dolch.2 
Preston3 suggested the need for teachers to keep on the 
lookout for storybooks and content books that children would 
enjoy in their study of a topic. Really to know and like a 
subject, most children need to extend their reading beyond the 
textbook and reference books. 
Frey4 in developing a supplementary reading list proceeded 
on the premise: 
"that a child experienced reading as a process of 
getting ideas from the printed pages and. in so doing 
becomes familiar with words as symbols of these ideas 
through meaningful content and becomes more competent 
in fluent and accurate reading at each level." 
1. Stran g, Ruth, "Familiar Words in Familiar Books11 , School 
Review, April 1940, pp. 48, 292. 
2. Dolch, Edward William, "Vocabulary Bur den", Journal of 
Education Research, March 1928, pp. 17, 170-183. 
3. Preston, Ralph C., Teaching Social Studies in the Elemen-
tary Schools, Rinehart and Co., New York, March 1958, p. 264. 
4. Frey, Barbara R., "An analysis of supplementary reading 
material for Grade Onen, Unpublished Master's Service 
Paper, Boston University School of Education, Boston, 1948, 
pp. 62-63. 
3 
Krantzl listed supplementary reading by placing the books 
in an ascending order of difficulty in relation to basal reading 
system. This plan reduced failure and increased interest. Ex-
perience of schools using graded materials show that more books 
are read with greater repetition, faster reading and better 
learning. 
It is Wes l ey 1 s2 opinion that teachers and pupils are using 
a greater variety of reading materials. This trend involves 
the widespread use of parallel textbooks, supplementary readers, 
commercially sponsored booklets, public reports, advertisements, 
maps, pamphlets, posters, clippings, magazines, newspapers, 
school papers, and many reports and booklets that are prepared 
by the pupils themselves. This wider reading provides training 
in locating and studying pertinent data; it also provides many 
occasions for comparing, contrasting and reconciling or solving 
inconsistencies and contradictions. Freedom to use a variety 
of sources develops a sense of responsibility. Problem solving 
is frequently interwoven with utilization of these varied 
materia 1 s. 
In a fused program, such as the social studies Randolph & 
Samford suggested that more and more materials be used from 
1. Krantz, L.L., ''Engineering a Primary Grade Reading Program", 
Elementary School Journal, ~1arch 1945, pp. 45, 386-393. 
2. Wesley, Edgar Bruce, "Miscellaneous Trends", Teaching Social 
Studies in Elementary Schools, D.C. Heath & Co., Boston, 1952, 
p. 43. 
3. Randolph, Victor R., and Samford, Clarence D., Teaching 
Elementary School Social Studies, Wm. C. Brown Co., Dubuque, 
Iowa, 1957, p. 110. 
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outside the textbook. This is particularly true where the unit 
approach is used. Much of the material may be bought inexpensively 
or it may be free. 
Wrightstonel has the impression that the use of community 
resources, visual aids, and supplementary reading material adds 
materially to the effectiveness of learning. Efforts at corre-
lation of social studies with other phases of the school program 
are exceedingly difficult when subject matter is largely limited 
to a number of adopted textbooks. 
It is Durrell 1 s2 opinion that 
"most of the important decisions that effect progress 
of the pupil remain in the hands of the teacher. Adjust-
ments to differences in level of ability and learning 
rate, supplementary practice for slow learners, the chal-
lenging of rapid learners, the use of supplementary 
material for practice and independent reading program, 
the interrelationship between reading and the other 
language arts and other subjects - these decisions and 
others may be suggested by the manuals of trn various 
basal reading systems, but their selection, their 
developments, and their use must rest upon initiative 
of the classroom teacher." 
Durrell says the chief difference between good and poor teaching 
of reading is foun d in the intelligence and initiative of the 
1. Wri~ht stone, J. Wayne, "Aid to Learning in the Social Studies", 
Social Studies and the Ame rican Way of Life, Row Peterson Co., 
1942' p. 201. 
2. Durrell, Donal d, "Opportunity for Pioneering in the Teaching 
of Reading", Improving Reading Instruction, World Book Co., 
New York, 1956, pp. 7-8. 
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teacher in doing the following things: 
"1. Providing for individual differences in skills learning. 
2. Providing for pupil initiative in a great variety of 
uses of reading. 
3. Providing instruction which improves personal and social 
qualities of pupils." 
Durrell found individual resea rch assignments and t he following 
of p ersonal spec ia lties introduce the pupil to resources for 
expanding his knowledge. It is difficult to serve the many needs 
of intermediate grade reading through basal readers alone. Too 
much of the reading program is found in social studies, science 
and independent reading. Superior pupils in intermediate grades 
will seldom be served well by basal readers. Their need is for 
a much broader literature and study program than any basal reader 
can provide. Most of the weaknesses in intermediate grade 
instruction are related to the following: Failure to provide 
for individual differences in level of pupil ability; failure 
to provide sufficient amounts and types of instruction to 
establish needed reading skills; and failure to provide a 
specific program of teaching initiative and providing motivation 
techniques in the uses of reading. 
Success in skills learning depends primarily upon a feeling 
of progress. Both the teacher and the child want to see progress, 
and both are happier if specific progress can be seen daily, or 
at least weekly. It is one of the superior arts of teaching to 
design methods by which the child can see his progress in small 
units of growth. 
6 
Stonel says the problem of meeting individual d ifferenc e s 
thr oug h supplying appropriate supplementary re ading book s has 
often impressed h im as havin g a lack of material suitable for 
the r eta rded reader . In San Jos e , California, bas ic sets ar e 
avail a ble plus s everal suppl emen tary reading bo ok s for the 
retarded readers to avoi d the rerea d ing of the same mate r ia l . 
He concludes by sa y ing the faculty-supervisors, a dmin ist ra tors, 
and teacher s have often fall e n down on provisions of a dequa te 
mater ia l for the retar ded child and thus their possible im-
provement thr ough this means . 
Ki mme12 states : 
ua chil d reading for pleasure must include boo }c s 
beyond the gra de level to sti mulat e those who are ad-
vanced i n reading as well as books for easy rea d in g . 
There should be available books easy enough to be used 
vJithout d ifficulty by the poorest rea der s . Books avail -
able for pleasur e reading deve lop a desire to read an d 
assist i n broadeni ng experience. 11 
In r efe rring to in d ivi dual difference s, Durre l l3 says there 
shoul d be supplemen tary rea d i ng mater i al availabl e whi ch will 
adequately prov ide for the range of reading a b ility of the class 
member s. 
1. Stone , Clarence R ., "P rovidi n g Reading l\'Iaterials in the Cla ss-
roo m providing materials to mee t indi v idua l differences i n 
children 11 • The Th i rty S i xt h Yearboo k of the National Society 
for the Study of Education, Vol. 3 , 19 37, p-431-434. 
2 . Kimmel , Dorothea , 11 Guiding Chil d Interest in Reading for 
P l ea sur e 11 , E lemen tary School Journal, Ma y 1945, p-45-512-5 15 . 
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Preston1 suggests the need of wide selection of supplemen-
tary reading materials in a social studies unit. He also points 
out that: 
"It is important to see that social studies 
experiences are followed by appropriate reading 
e xperiences. The former provides a strategic and 
natural matter and the child is enabled to see the 
functional role of reading." 
It is Kimmel's2 opinion that books that are above the grade 
level should be included to challenge the best readers in the 
group as well as mater i als for easy reading to provide increased 
ea s e in reading. Books so simple that the poorest readers can 
read them without becoming bored by the difficulty of reading 
should be included. The child's experiences are widened emotion-
ally and intellectually and he develops a desire to read. 
No book should be expected to serve the needs of all children. 
Similarly, books alone will not suffice. Related materials, such 
as maps, charts, pictures, and films should be used to secure 
additional information and enrich the understandings grasped 
through reading is Preston•s3 opinion. 
1. Preston, Ralph C., Teaching Social Studies in the Elementary 
School, Rinehart & Co., New York, 1950, p. 267. 
2. Kimmel, Dorothea, "Guiding Child Interest in Reading for 
Pleasure", Elementary School Journal, May 1945, pp. 45, 512. 
J. Preston, op. cit., p. 267. 
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It was found by Arbuthnotl that many children are more 
ea sily lured into the enjoyment of reading through informa-
tional books than through either stori es or poetry . 
Michaelis2 feels that the child should have ma ny dif-
ferent types of rea di ng materials to present different points 
of view , and give adequate background of understanding of 
peoples, processes, and places studied in various units of 
work . Children should be guided in finding the right material 
for particular interests. This not only enriches the ex-
periences of these students, but also furnishes a strong 
incentive for learning . 
Betts3 states that there are many factors to influence 
differences in reading interests and abilities. A pupil ' s 
personality, his achievement, his mot ivation, and other 
i ndividual characteristics condition his adjustment . A host 
of factors falling within his environment may facilitate or 
interfere with learning . 
1. Arbuthnot, Nay Hill, "Literature and Re ading 11 , Elementary 
English Review, Vol . XII 17 : 3-B, January 1940. 
2. 1'-Hchaelis , John U. , Social Studies For Children in a 
Democracy, New York: Prentice Hall , 1950,p-42. 
J. Betts, Emmett A., 11 Practices in the Elementary School 
that Hinder & Help Reading" . Visual Digest, XII, Fall 1947, 
p-12 B-12 9 . 
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Artleyl relates as children move far ahead into middle grade 
reading, nev skills are well on the way to become habits that 
the young readers use unconsciously. Just as each child was 
ready to beg i n reading at his own particular time, so each moves 
into independent reading at a different rate from his class-
mates. By the end of f ·irst grade some children may have been 
reading second grade materials, while others were still reading 
the pre-primers. During the previous years, no child was forced 
to reach an arbitrary goal; each was helped to advance as best 
he could according to his own capacity. 
In the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades, there are much the 
same differences among the children as before, excep t that the 
variations are wider. The relative distance between the fast 
and the slow learners is greater now, and many children have 
ha d widely different experiences that have shaped their learning. 
In a fifth grade classroom, for instance, one might find some 
children working on word attack skil l s, perfecting their under-
standi ng of structure and form, reading carefully and slowly; 
others would be reading c onfidently and well. Some would be 
leaping ahead to master challenging s upplementa ry material. 
1. Ar tl ey, A . S terl, "Independence is achieved at different 
Rates 11 , Your Child Learns to Read, Scott, Foresman & Co., 
Chicago, 1953, pp. 128-129. 
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Artleyl reports one group might be doing a special report 
in connection with some subject that has come up during the 
day, another group might be applying some needed skill such as 
finding words in the dictionary quickly. In the fourth, fifth, 
and sixth grades the reading books are so arranged that this 
is feasible. The organization of each book makes possible a 
flexible program that gives the teacher opportunity to work 
with those children who need extended practice, helping them 
to overcome any specific weaknesses. She also tries to be 
especially aware of those who need challenging material to 
stimulate their maturer interest. Sometimes she may assign 
them a problem or project, she tries always to provide as 
fruitful an atmosphere for them as she can because good minds 
wasted on material too simple become rusty and useless. 
It is true that some children do not learn to read as well 
as others. Schools tend to be crowded today , and teachers are 
only human. It is not always possible for them to give as 
much individual attention as they wish to each child. Especially 
in the middle grades, when ability to read independently may 
be taken for granted and youngsters are required to branch out 
into more varied and complex subjects, reading problems do 
occur. 
1. Ibid .. 
11 
Durre11 1 believes that learning to read is an uneven process, 
with marked individual differences in rate of progress in various 
rea ding skills. High mental ability alone does not insure suc-
cessful reading, nor does highly motivated practice guarantee 
high achievement in all skills. As in all learning situations, 
it is necessary to adjust the instruction to the child's level, 
to analyze weaknesses, and to provide special instruction for 
those weaknes ses. All reading systems require supplementary 
exercises to adjust to individual differences in mastery of 
skills. The teacher' s task is one of constant observation of 
instructional needs and of provision.:tbr systematic practice in 
particular skills. 
While great progress has been made in the production of the 
textbook to bring about systematic developments in reading com-
prehension, especially in primary grades, textbooks must be 
regarded as imperfect tools to be used with intelligence by 
the teacher. It is impossible for a textbook to provide exactly 
enough practice for all pupils. There is as much inefficiency 
in giving unnece ssary practice to rapid learners as there is 
in failure to provide mastery for the slower learners. There 
is danger also in narrow skills objectives becoming the whole 
1. Durrell, Donald, 11 The Skills Approach to Reading Compre-
hension", National Society for the Study of Education, 
Year Book, 1949, World Book Co., New York , pp. 198-199. 
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of the reading program. After the first grade, the basic readers 
provide a very small proportion of the child' s reading. Guidance 
in the use of outside reading and in relating reading to various 
life activities must not be ignored. 
Gatesl thinks the rate and effectiveness of a child's learning 
at any stage of progress in reading depends upon his "readiness" 
for the task at that time. This concept, originating in child 
development researches, has been applied in the practice of 
determining the child's degree of readiness for the beginning 
stage of reading. Despite the existence of stages, growth is 
continuous in such phases of reading as speed, level of com-
prehension, skill in working out the recognition of unfamiliar 
words, or size of reading vocabulary. 
Under a superior educational program, practical abilities 
in reading develop continuously throughout the entire school 
period, including college, and into adult l i fe, but under an 
inferior educational program abilities and interests may level 
off or stagnate at any time from the third grade onward; hence 
a major need in educ tion is to provide continuously effective 
guidance throughout the entire period of schooling and into 
adult life, so as to insure unceasing developments to an 
1. Gates, Arthur I., 8 The Nature of Growth and Individual 
Differences In Reading Abilities", National Society For 
the , tudy of Education, Ye arbook, Worl Book Co., Ne 
York, 1949, p. 16. 
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optimum level in proficiency for each individual. Differences 
in capac i ty for growth in reading, differences in aptitude for 
learning by other media, and differences in the importance of 
high levels of reading ability exist and should be recognized. 
J arolimekl offers his point of view by saying most schoo ls 
make some effort to relate soci a l studies activities to the 
rema i nder of the s chool program. Social Studies have been ma de 
by some schools the core of t he structura l program. Soc i a l 
Studies is an exclusive but highly specific term applied to 
that area of the elementary school curriculum which has a 
primary responsibility f ~r assisting the child develop skill 
in and understanding human relationships. The social studies 
deal with the study of man and his relationship with other men 
and with his environment. In social studies one finds elements 
of geography, history, sociology, policical science, economics, 
conservation anthrop ology, social psychology and other allied 
fields. The term "Social Science" is not ordinarily associated 
with the program of instruction in the elementary school. At 
early leve 1 s, the soc i a 1 studies focus at ten ti on upon the 
development of the individual in his immediate environment. 
Gradually, the area of study is expanded to include human 
1. Jarolimek, John, "Relationship of Social Studi es of Other 
Areas of the Curriculumtt, Social Studies in Elementary 
Education, The Macmillan Company, New York, 1959, pp. 4-8. 
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relationship in the larger local community, at the state and 
national level, and finally at the level of world understanding. 
Wesley and Adams 1 say social education, on the other hand, 
is a more inclusive, broader concept embracing the entire inter-
personal, social life of the child . Social studies as an area 
of the curriculum is a regularly scheduled part of the school 
day; social education takes place whenever the child is in a social 
situation. This may occur in an arithmetic lesson, in the school 
lunchroom, or the playground, in and out of school. It is true 
that the social studies make an important contribution to the 
social education of children. They have, in fact, a special 
responsibility to assist children to learn "Social Education" and 
the specific area of the elementary school curriculum referred 
to as the "Social Studies." 
It is Jarolimek's2 opinion that reading and social studies 
are related to the extent that the child needs to be taught 
1. Wesley, Edgar B., and Adams, :f-fary, u Mi see llaneous Trends", 
Teaching Social Studies in Elementary Schools, D.C. Heath 
and Co., Boston, Mass., 1952, pp. 4-5. 
2. Jarolimek, John, ttRelationship of Social Studies in Other 
Areas of the Curriculum,n Social Studies in Elementary 
Education , The Macmilla n Co., New York, 1959, p. 4. 
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reading skill s as a part of social studies instruction . This 
is necessary because of the sp ec ial types of reading tasks 
which confront the child in the social studies . 
Jersildl writes : 
11 1..rhat often happens is that children are called upon 
to use a number of terms and ideas in large relationship 
when they have little understanding of the underlying 
me anings of the i n dividual terms and ideas 11 • 
By stressing how people live , teachers can assume with 
assurance that their pupils are de a l ing with events and experi -
ences paralleling the 11 individual terms and ideas 11 in their o1rrn 
1i ve s . 
Randolph and Samford2 suggest most of the child ' s concepts 
are in terms of current events . He is generally more concerned 
with the immediate present than with the past or the future. 
His interests are absorbed in his home , s c hool , and communi ty . 
His own problems are as much toncern to h i m as an international 
i s sue i s to a d i p 1 o ma t . 
1 . Jersild , Arthur, Child Psycholo gy 3d ed . , New York, Prentice 
Hall, 1947, p-398 . 
2 . Rando lph, Victor R. and Samford, Clarence D., Teaching 
Ele mentary School Social Studies, Wm . C. Brown Co . , 
Dubuque, Iowa, 1957 , p-1 80 - 181 . 
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As the child's concepts of time, place, and space enlarge 
he is concerned with children of his own age in other settings, 
later , with affairs involving adults. He transfers similar 
activities to these he has experienced. The social studies 
curriculum, at various grade levels takes this into account. 
lfirst Grade - In grade one the same topics are frequently 
used, plus others. The farm, plant life, pets, the zoo , the 
circus, and keeping well are topics variously regarded as social 
studies too. 
Second Grade - Grade two in presenting our helpers, deals 
with the problem in the concrete and the present. The concept 
of the policeman or fireman is in terms of men whose names and 
personality they know intimately. What these people do and 
how their work improves the lives of the seven year old people 
are emphasized. Should the grade study health, transportation, 
and communication, the same principles hold true. 
Third Grade The community study, so popular in grade three, 
most often turns to the present for more than ninety percent of 
the time allotment. Reference to the past is usually limited 
1. Ibid .. 
-
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to getting a necessary background. The past can be dealt with 
under no more than a very few headings, such as early settlers. 
The present holds so many topics such as shelter, food, clothing, 
homes, transportation, churches and stores. 
Fourth Grade - Grade four frequently stresses topics related 
to coal , cotton, oil, farm i ng, trading, and mining. As in previous 
school social studies experiences, the child remains interested 
in the present. How do these people live, what are their habits 
which r esemble our own, what do their children do about school 
pla y . 
Fifth Grade - The work in grade five usually stresses the 
America's, both historically and currently. Since t he emphasis 
tends to be on the geographic aspects, current applications and 
data predominate. Units build around topics dealing with regions 
of U.S. North Eastern States and Western States. 
Artleyl reports geography, history, civic and economics are 
all clo sely related. Geography deals with the land, water, 
atmo s p here, plants, and animals of the earth, and the way men 
use these things at f lo od times, now-a-days, people wonder why, 
but at the t i me that the cit i es were growing , river navigation 
was the most efficient and widely used types of transportation. 
Thus an understanding of why these cities grew up near large 
1. Artley, A., "The Social Studies Area", Your Child Learns 
to Read, Scott, Foresman and Co., Chicago, 1953, p. 147. 
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bodies of water requires both geographical and historical 
knowledge. The streets, schools, parks, perhaps even the wood-
land are a reflection of some phase of the government. The way 
people dress, the factories, and the condition of buildings depend 
upon economic factors. 
Artley tells that children of some schools may still have 
geography and history as separate subjects. In this case the 
youngsters may draw upon geography to understand history and 
upon history to understand geography. 
Studies of children's interest are limited because of their 
scarcity and qualified usefulness.l 
Wesley and Adams2 feel that children and adults are most 
successful in learning these things which are charged with 
interest for them. If interest exists, extra effort will be 
expended and greater learning will result. Interests have 
long been considered a fundamental factor in motivating study 
skills, appreciations, and discriminations. 
Progressive education has as one of its cornerstones, the 
doctrine of interest.3 
1. Keltz, Mary G., "The Selection and Adoption of Subject 
Matter in the Socia 1 Sciences", Twelfth Yearbook, The 
Social Studies in the Elementary School, D.C. Heath Co., 
Boston, 1938, pp. 18-19,21. 
2. Wesley, Edgar B., andAdams, MaryA., · Teaching Social 
Studies in Elementary Schools, D.C. Heath Co., Boston, 1945, 
p. 20. 
J. Burr, Samuel E., Jr., "Progressive Education Represents 
the Cause of Freedom11 , The Education Digest, The Macmillan 
Co., New York, pp. 17, 19-21. 
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In discussing children's interests, Sheldon has observed 
that younger children liked school subjects more strongly than 
did the older chil dr en. There was far less agreement in the 
pa r t of the test dealing wi th school subjects than in other 
parts of the test. Girls and boys were not in accord in ikings 
for various subjects and no general inclina tions are evident 
in the case of eit er girls or boys. Girls rated history 11.5 
and geography 6.2. Boys r a ted history 5 and geography 7.5. 
If the teacher knows the interests of the pupil, those 
interests ca n be made use of in the school progra m. l 
Each child's interests are as i ndividual as any other factor 
in his makeup. It is the teacher's job to develop and broaden 
interests in all the children, since interests are largely 
based on exp erience. The teacher should not forget those 
interests already present but should deepen them. These interests 
may be used as a means of developing further interests.2 
Co e 3 states that in a sc hool where so c i a l studies are made 
part of the eve r y day life of the pup il , a boy, whose only 
1. Sheldon , Donald R., "Children's Interests", Elementary 
School Journal, Rinehart and Co., New York, November 1932, 
pp. 33' 211. 
2 • Lee , J . Murray and Lee , Do r i s May, The C h i 1 d and H i s Cur-
riculum, D. Appleton Century, New York, 1940 , p . 124. 
3. Cole, Carl E., "Original Interests and the Social Studies 
Program", The Social Studies, D.C . Heath Co., Boston , 
November 1939, pp. 30 , 292-294. 
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interest seems to be football or ba s eball teams discovers he 
can use his interest in social studies. Naturally he searches 
sport pages for material on his projeGt. Suggestions from his 
teacher lead him to the study of the history of football or 
ba seba 11. 
Prestonl feels that teachers stand in no awe of the expressed 
interests of children. If they are good teachers they will keep 
abreast of what their pupils appear to engage in spontaneously 
and wholeheartedly. 
The practice of dep ending upon investigations of children's 
interests in reading as criteria for selecting their reading 
materials has its limitations. For years children's interests 
were entirely disregarded in the selection of reading content. 
Recently, however, many investigations have been conducted for 
the purpose of obtaining information in regard to children's 
interest in reading. The results of these investigations are 
frequently used as the basis for determining the content of 
instructional material in reading. 
1. Preston, Ralph C., Teaching Social Studies in Elementary 
Schools, Rinehart & Co., New York, 1950, p. 32. 
2. Smith, Nila Benton, "Children's Interest As a Guide to the 
Selection of Reading Materials," A Historical Analysis of 
American Reading Instruction, Silver Burdett & Co., Morris-
town, N.J., 1934, p. 297. 
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Wendtl observes that the interest students have in audio 
visual materials is extremely valuable to a good teacher. He 
uses it as a starting point to interest the students in the 
material being taught. 
Children's dormant interest or lack of interest should be 
stud ied in an attempt to find why they do not care for other 
valuable types of reading content, and provision should be 
made for developing broader interests. In considerat i on of 
these points, it i s suggested that, in se l ecting materials for 
children to read, we make use of investigations of childre n's 
interests, but instea d of relying too ex ten sively upon them 
for gui dance , we provide children with a wide variety of types 
of reading materials and strive especially to cultivate their 
interests in desirable lines vh~re we find interest lacking.2 
Hanna3 believes the more information that the teacher has 
abou t her group, the b e tter she will be able to diagnose dif-
ference s and adjust learning situations to indicidual students. 
1. Wendt, Paul, ttSocial Learning Through Audio-Vi sual Materials11 , 
Eighteenth Yearbook of the National Council for the Social 
Studies , Washington, D.C., The Council, 1947, p. 7. 
2. Smith, QP· cit., p. 280. 
J . Hanna, Lavone, 11 Ex tent of Indiv i dual Differencesn, Fifteenth 
Yearbook, Adapting Instruction in the Social Studies to 
Individual Differences , Washington, D.C., National Council 
for Social Studies , World Book Co., New York, 1944, p. 16. 
CRAPTER II 
PLAN OF STUDY 
The purpose of this study was to present r eading materials 
of var i ed difficulty which can be used by children in the fifth 
grade of Charleston, South Carolina. 
In selecting these materials the following were considered: 
1 . The content of Social Studies in grade five . 
2 . Differences in reading ability among children . 
J . Children's interest . 
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Definition of Terms 
Annotated Supplementary Bi bliography defined for this study 
includes all of the reading materials that would be centered 
around topics found in the Social Studies text , "Your People 
a n d M i n e , 11 vi h i c h i s u s e d i n t h i s c i t y . JU 1 r e a d i n g ma t e r i a 1 s 
are annotated . l 
Acc ording to Lacey :2 
Social Stud i es in its broadest sense is the study of the social, 
i ndustrial and political life in the home community and the 
world . In the fifth grade where the ent i re range of e xperience, 
interest and activities of the children is made the basis for 
a unit of work , the term soc ial studies may be very inclusi ve 
and may represent t hat body reading material which i ncreases 
ones knowledge and app r eciation of how people live and work 
together. 
Pr ocedure 
The manual that accompanies the text 11 Your Peop le and l\1ine ", 
lists many supplementary reading materials . 
First the writer conferred with the principals of the three 
elementary schools using this text and recei ved permission to 
1. Mac kenz ie, J osephine , Your People and .f<Hne , Ginn and Company, 
Boston , 1954, p-6- 7. 
2 . Lacey , Joy M. , Soc ial Stud i es Conc ept s of Chi ldre n, Bureau 
of Pub lication, Teachers College, Columb i a University , New 
York, 1932 , p.6. 
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have conferences with the school librarians, and to use the 
school libraries. 
When the writer had exhausted the school libraries, she 
consulted the Darts Library which is the city's public library. 
The librarians were most cooperative when they found out the 
purpose of the visit. A date was given the writer as to when 
to return , and the books wanted would be available . When the 
writer reported the day suggested by the head librarian, the 
books were all ready to be read, selected and written up . 
The text is divided into the following units : 
1 . Things Our People Have Done 
2. People Who Found Our Country 
3. Who Settled Our Country 
4. Helpful Stories 
5 . Transportation 
6. Community Life 
The writer has arranged the books recommended in the 
manual for each unit in alphabetical order . The books are 
found in the order they are expected to be read by pupils 
when the units are being studied in social studies . There 
are supplementary reading list to go along with each unit in 
the text manual which will be found in this annotated bib-
liography . 
Forty books from the list recommended in the manual and 
fifty suggested by school librarians were examined carefully 
2.5 
and annotated . Ten more books were secured from the city library 
ma k ing a total of one hundred which had been recommended either 
by the writers of the basic text in use, or interested librarians . 
An annotated bibliography of these is presented, an example 
follows: Coatsworth , Elizabeth . Boston Bells . New York: The 
I'1a c m i 11 an Co mp a ny , 1 9 S 2 . A n ex c i t i n g p i c t u r e of a r i o t i n 
Boston in 1794 . For tw6 days the bells were rung constantly 
until the British returned the men they forced aboard their 
ships. The boy in the story is John Copley, famous American 
artist. 
The list follows in the next chapter. 
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THINGS OUR PEOPLE HAVE DONE 
AND 
PEOPLE WHO FOUND OUR COUNTRY 
1. Barksdale, Lena - First Thanksgiving - Knopf 1942 Grade 3-5 
This book tells the story of Hannah who came down from 
Kittery to Massachusetts by boat in the seventeenth century 
to celebrate the new and important day of Thanksgiving . Her 
Grand-mother gives the account of the first celebration . 
2. Buehr, Wa lter - Harbors and Cargoes; Putnam 1955 (5-8) 
The author traces the development of harbors and ship-
ping, describes the ma chines, vessels, and methods used in 
handling cargo in a modern harbor, and tells how a stea mship 
is brought into port. A clear factual presentation illus-
trated with detailed drawings . 
3 . Buehr, Walter - Me at From Ranch To Tabie - Morrow 1956 (5-8) 
This boo k tells a story of our favorite food - meat from 
cows, pigs, and sheep - and of the farmers, cowboys , com-
mission men , and butchers who raise and market meat animals 
for us. 
4. Buehr, Walter - Sh ips Of The Great Lakes -Putnam 1956 (4-7) 
A compact account of Great Lakes shipping history, 
importance, navigation problems, Waterway, ships, cargoes, 
and men . Illustrating the book are line drawings and pictures 
of 12 representative lake ships, each drawn to scale and 
reproduced in color . 
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S. Colby, Carroll Burleigh- Fish and Wildlife - The story of 
the work of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service . Coward-
McCann 19SS (4-8) 
Hou-J the important Government service works to protect 
and conserve the wildlife - birdsj animals, and fish of 
our country . 
6. Colby , Carroll Burleigh- Police- Coward-NcCann, 1954, (S-9) 
This book has endeavored to bring to you outstanding 
photographs of law eriforcement . Officers at work, their 
tools of trade, their vehicles, special devices and 
t e c hi n que s . 
7. Curtis, Ma ry Isabel -Why We Celebrate Our Holidays -Lyons, 
19)0, Grades (J-6) 
This is simple stories for second and third graders, 
on the customs surrounding our more important holidays . 
8 . Dolghesh, Alice- American Travels; Ivracmilli an 1933, (4-6) 
A story -history of American travel - Part 1 - is made 
up of series of e ight stories of traveling arranged in 
chronological order , and part 11 is straight description 
covering all aspects of travel in the United States 
during the last hundred years . 
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9 . Elting, Mary - S hips At Work - Garden City Books 1953, (4-6) 
Stories of freighters , tankers, tugs, and giant ocean 
liners are illustrated with action pictures . The life of 
men who sail is also shown. 
10. Fast, Howard & Bette - The Picture Book History of the Jews -
Hebrew Publishing Company, 1954, Grades (2-4) 
This interesting narrative of the Jewish People for 
younger readers will lead boys and girls into a more detailed 
study of Bible Stories, which have such color and variety 
and meaning in their legendry . 
11 . Fast , Howard - The Romance of a People - The History of the 
Jews - Hebrew Publishing Company, 1952 - Grades (3-5) 
The fascinating and moving story of the Jews, their 
persecution and suffering, struggles and triumphs for more 
than four thousand years written in dramatic but simple 
phrase through which a complicated history is clarified 
and an ancient people really live . 
12 . Fisher, Dorothea Frances -Our Independence and the Con-
stitution, Random House, 1950, Grades (5-7) 
Through a fictional device of a young girl intensely 
interested in the comings and goings of Franklin and Jefferson 
and others in Philadelphia in 1776 and 1777 , the author 
shows what the writing of the Declaration of Independence 
and later the Constitution meant to the people of Amer ica 
yesterday and today . 
------------------------------............... ... 
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13. Heiderstadt, Dorothy - To All Nations - Thomas Nelson & Sons, 
1952, Grades (4-5) 
To all nations tells the story of twelve men, living 
in five different centuries and on five continents, who 
had one trait in common- the courage to face hostility, 
charges of Heresy and treason, hardships, and even death, 
in order to give the Bible to the people in their own 
languages. For the Bible was once available only to priests 
and scholars and the men who first dare d to translate it 
into the vena cular had to defy the tyrannical power of church 
and state. 
14 . Henderson 2 Le Grand - When The Mississippi Was Wild -
Abingdon , 1952, Grades (1-3) 
Green and black pictures enliven the legend of Mike 
Fink and how he tamed the Mississippi by fighting old Al , 
the storm making alligator. After a whooping, hollering 
search all the way from Wahoo crossing to Oquawka and back 
to Catfish Point, Big Mi ke and his dog Henry tie up old 
Al 1 s tail and settlers can cross the river in safety. 
15 . Kelsey , Alic~ - Once the Hodja Longmans, 1943 Grades (4-6) 
A collection of humorous fol k tales from Turkey. The 
central character is one Nasred-Din Hodga, a simple, k indly 
fellow who, because he is both wise and foolish, gets into 
and out of trouble with equal ease. 
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16 . Lewellen, John Bryan - You And American Life Lines -
Chi 1 dr en Press, 19 52 , Grades ( 4-6) 
Beginning with the birchbark canoe, horse drawn car, 
Conestoga Wagon and the earliest cargo plane, this intro-
ductory book traces, simply and effectively, the development 
of American cargo transportation by waterway, rail, road, 
and air . 
17. Lovelace, Maud- Golden Wedge; Indian legends of South 
America, Crowell, 1942, Grade (5-7) 
Nine legends of the beginnings of things as they appear 
in pre-Columbian South American mythology, retold for grades 
(5-7) five to seven. 
18 . Metzger , Berta - Picture tales f r om India, Stokes 1942, 
Grade (3-5) 
Contents : Blind men and the elephant; Legend of the 
Fish; Monkey and the Crocodile; Duck and Golden Feathers . 
19 . Miner, Opal Irene Sev~- True book of our post office and 
its helpers - Childrens Press, 1955, Grades ( 1-2) 
This account of the work of the Post-office and its 
workers, tells of the mail traveling on trains, buses, 
trucks, ships, airplanes, dog sleds, camels, to its 
destination . "Good social studies material for the youngest 
readers." 
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20 . Norl in g , Josephine -Pogo's Sea Trip - Holt, 1949, Grades (2 - 4) 
This boo k is about John and his dog Pogo, the pair who 
have had su ch varied and profitable experiences , now make a 
trip on a tugboat and l earn a g ood deal about boats , lo c ks , 
li ghthouses, and navigation . The accurate and detailed 
pictures are easily the best part of the book . 
21 . Olds, E liza bet h -Riding the rails - Houghton , 1948, Grades (2 - 4) 
An attracti v e history of railroads in the United States 
for the young listener . 
22 . Runn i ng , Corinne - When Coyote walked the Ea rth- Holt, 194 9, 
(4- 6) 
This book tells authentic Indian tales of the pacific 
Northw e st which are built around the fabulous character of 
all powe r ful co y ote, who rule d the animal world before the 
first Indians came, and prepar ed earth for man by setting 
problems of night and day , the seasons, fire , water , and 
so on . 
2J . Schloat , G. Warren - Adventur e s of a Letter - Scribner , 1949 , 
(2- 4) 
Text and photographs showing l·lhat happens to an air 
mail letter from the time it is mailed by the son of the 
author in Los Angeles until it is received in White Pla ins, 
N. Y. by Jac h: t1J e s t who is r ecover ing from the mumps. 
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5. Bronson, Wi lfrid Swancourt, Freedom and Plenty - Harcourt 
1953 Grades (4-7) 
The author uses amusing illustrations and clear exa mples 
in this text and many practical suggestions fo r action by 
children to stress the importance of conservation for each 
i ndividua l. He shows how natural resources of every k ind 
have been wasted . 
6 . Carlisle , Norman U ., Modern Wonder book of Ships- T:J inston 
1947 Grades (5- 8) 
Many illustrations embellish the chapter of this compre-
hensive book tel ling about sailing ships , stea msh ips, battle-
ships and other classes of vessels. 
7 . Fisher, Dorothea Frances, A Fair Wor ld for all - McGraw 1952 
Grades (6-7) 
An interpretation based on a study of official records 
of the debates concerning the Universal Declaration of 
Human Righ t s, and on Consultation with members of the United 
Nations Department of Public Information, and The Educa -
tional Scientific and Cultural Organizatio n . 
8 . Fisher , Lo is J . , You and the United Nations- Childrens 
Press 1947 Grades (5- 8) 
This book tells of a seri es of entertaining cartoons 
a c co mp a n i e d by s h or t p i thy capt i on s , L o i s F i she r ha s 1r1 or k e d 
out a remarkable and striking presentation of principles 
for getting along together every individual has a respons-
ibility to help in furthering the peace and security _of the 
world through understanding people . 
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9 . Flaherty, John Joseph, Be hind the Silver Shield- Lippincott 
194 8 Grades ( 6- 8) 
The examples of the polic e at \vork emphasize society ' s 
dependen ce on police protection, the necessity of cri me 
prevention , and the fact that crime doesn ' t pay . 
10 . Foster, Constance Jac k son , Story of Mone y - McBr i de 1950 
Grades (5-7) 
This book is packe d with a mass of worthwhile and informa-
tional material on money, credit, banking, and ta xa tion. 
This zestful and entertaining book will prove popular with 
those of ten and up . In content it is accurate and down to 
earth, yet challenging. Although the historical approach 
is used throu ghout , th e b oo k never neglects the curr ent 
importance of the vari ous monetary problems and polic ies 
and is appropriately and ably illustrate d . 
11 . Galt, Tho mas Franklin, How the United Nat ions Wor k s - Crowell 
1955 Grades (4- 8) 
This 1955 edition has been brought up-to-date particularly 
as to new agencies, new ways of carry in g on t he UN's business 
and t he si multaneous translating of sp ee ches. 
12 . Gordonj Dorothy, You and Democracy - Dutton 1951 Grades ( 6-7) 
This book tells of the various freedoms of the press, 
of religion, of wo r k , and t he ri g hts such as right to 
petition to vote, to a fair trial are explained and 
illustra ted. 
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13 . Hader, Berta, Little Town- Macmillan 1941- Grades (1-4) 
This book demonstrates the many daily service activities 
of any town - milk delivery, fire and police departments; 
schools and stores - and how they work. 
14. HeniusJ Frank, Stories from the Americas - Macm illa n 1952 
Grades (4-6) 
Stor ies from twenty of the American republics, from 
Me xico through Central and South Ame rica. Some of these 
stories came over from Europe and were modified and changed 
by the countries to which they came . Some are Indian legends. 
They were selected by Latin Ame ricans as stories that are 
favorites with the children of their countries. 
15 . Hughes , Lan9ston, First Book of Negroes - 1'\f atts F . 1952 
Grades (4-7) 
Mr. Hughes has concentrated a vast subject into si xty-
nine pages of well chosen topics, and he has done an excel-
lent job . Terry learns about his people's contributions 
from his parents and his grandmother and their stories made 
up the book . 
16. Leeming, Joseph, Co s tume Book -Lippincott 1938 - Grades (5-8) 
Descriptions and illustrations are given for folk cos-
tumes of twenty - seven nat io ns , fanciful and fairy tale 
costumes and for historic costumes of Ancient Egypt , Pales-
tine, Greece and Rome ; Medievel Europe ; Sixteenth Century 
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Europe and Elizabethan England, Seventeenth Cen t u r y Europe 
and America ; E i ghteenth Century Europe an d Amer ican Colonial; 
Early nineteenth Century or empire period; IHd-Victorian 
England ; Amer ican Civil War period . 
17 . f·7orrison, Gibbs , The People in History - R . J. Unstead-
Morrison and Gibb Limited, London and Edinburg 195 8 -
Grades (4-6) 
In each of the four parts of this book are a dozen or 
so stories of some of the greatest men and wo me n in our 
history ; in Part One, appear saints and patriots of the 
early centuries , follo\..red in Bart T1,..Jo, by some of the 
colorful figures of The Middl e Age s. Then, in Part Three , 
ca me people of Tu do r and Stuart Ti me s whose adventures 
and struggles added to the brilliance and tragedy of those 
days , and , finally , Part Four contains a selection fro m 
the host of great na me s in the last 25 0 ye ars. 
18. Rey her, Re becca, l'Ty Mother is the rJiost Beautiful Woman in 
the World - Howell Soskin 1945 - Grades ( 3-5) 
A Russian folk tal e about a little lost girl who describes 
her mother as the most beautiful woman in the world . 
19 . Rogers, Frances, Heels , Wheels, and Wir e - Lippincott 1953 
Grades (5- 8) 
The theme of the book is the deve lop men t of communication 
t h r o u g h the a g e s . I t s p r o g r e s s on 1 a n d and sea a n d t hr o u g h 
the air is presented in a lively manner and the text is 
illustrated with a mu sing line drawing s . 
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20 . Sawyer, Rut h, Picture tales from Spain - Stokes 1936 
Grades (4-6) 
Eleve n folk tales told de lightfully and illustrated 
with drawings in black and white that r ef lect their dramatic 
and humorous episodes . 
21 . Shackelford , Jane Dabney , Chil d 1 s Story of th e Neg ro-
Associate d Publishers 1938 
A reader in good type, which includes accounts of Pfrican 
life and cl i mate , myths and folk tales, the coming of the 
negroes to America and life on the plantation , and short 
descriptions of a number of famous American negroes . 
22 . Sh ipper..z Ka the rine Binney , Pool of KnoHledge - Harper 1954 
Grades (5- 8) 
This boo k tells in the small space of each chapter mu ch 
is packed of recent history, and of cond it ions generally in 
each coun try . 
23 . Shipper, Kather ine Binney, Passage to Amer ica - The Story 
of th e Gr ea t Mi gra tions - Harp er 19)0 - Grades (5-9) 
This book tells of U. S . fo r e ign population, mi gration , 
an d e migratio n . 
24. Sm ith, Frances C., First Book of Conservation- Watts , F . 
1954 Grades (4-7) 
This is about h01 . ..r rivers, la kes , forest s, wildlife, the 
green gr owing plants , the good eart h itself, all depend on 
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nature's intricate interrelationships; how man someti .es 
damaged nature's way of life; and what he is now doing to 
conserve and renew his natural resources. 
25 . Sterlinr, Dorothy , United Nat ions - Doubleday 1953 - Grades (6-8) 
Th is book gives pictures and description that reveal the 
workings of the U. N. Shows what more than 3 ,500 people from 
60 countries do to keep the wheels of international diplomacy 
turning smoothly. 
26 . Storm, Daniel Agnew , Picture Tales from Mexico - Lippincott 
1941 - Grades (4-6) 
This book tells Mexican Folk Tale. These stories 
especially the coyote and rabbit series, have been for ages 
back , the favorites with Mexican children . 
27 . Swift , Hildegarde, North Star Shining -Morrow 1947 -Grades (5-8) 
A pictorial history of the American negro. Lynd Ward 's 
paintings illustrate vividly and dramatically each page of 
text in ver s e about the contributions of a certain negro to 
American history . 
28 . Turner, Mina, Town Meet ings means me - Houghton 1951 -
Grades (3-6) 
Using a New England town with a population of 3 , 000 as 
an example , author and artist explain in the simplest possib-le 
terms how the town meeting form of government work s, defini~g 
the function of the town officers and agencies and emphasizing 
the responsibility of the individual. 
............... ______________________________ _ 
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29 . Witty, Paul Andrew, You and the Constitution of the United 
States - Childrens Press 1948 - Grades (5-9) 
This book makes graphic by cartoons and drawings a ~ub ­
ject often dull for young people. Ameri ca i s here visualized 
as the Fr e edo m Train on which we are all passengers. 
30 . Zarchy, Harry, Stamp Collector 's Guide - Knapp 1956 -
Grade s (5-9) 
Starting with a brief history of postal sy s tems , Hr . 
Zarc hy then proceeds to outline ide as for starting a sta mp 
collection and instructions for using a stamp catal ogue . 
3 1. Zarchy , Harry, Stamp Collecting - Rog er Le1-1is Knapp 1953 -
Grades (4 -7) 
11 A fam ily 's Activity Boo k 11 - Diagrams on hingin g , vJater-
marks and so forth and pictures of ma ny sta mp s are included 
in a text that talks about the origin of stamps, how to buy 
when starting a collection, how to pr epare and care for 
mounting, first day cove rs, and suggestions for topical 
collectio ns . 
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TR.A.NSPOR TA TION 
AND 
CONMUNITY LIFE 
lL. Children's Safety Less.£.!l_~ · Lumbermens I'Iutuals Casualty 
Company, Hu tual Insurance Building, Chicago 40, Ill. 1938 . 
2 0 pages . 
Rhyme s f or children on safety procedures . 
2. Grocery Store, The . Charles E . r1er i ll Books, Columbus : 1950 . 
undated. 
The places from which otir groceries come are visited . 
3 . Help Fight .Tuberculosis. National Tuberculosis Association, 
1790 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y. 24 pages. 
4. Historic Planes. United Air Lines , School and College Service, 
5959 South Cicero Avenue, Chicago 38 , Ill . Unpaged . Undated . 
This booklet contains pictures and descriptions of planes 
from 1903 to 1957 . 
5. How to Respect and D ispl~y Ou~ Flag . Commandant of the 
Marine Corps , Wa shington 25, D. C. , 1950 . 30 pages . 
This book tells the story of the origin of the flag 
and approved flag customs . 
l.d 
6 . Hurley, Beatrice J . , Boats . Columbus: Charles E . Merrill 
Books , 1949 . Unpaged . 
From a harbor this booklet sho't-rs many J.cinds of boats. 
7 . Japan i n a Nutshell . Japan Tour i st Associati on, 10 Roc k -
fel low Plaza, New York 20, New York . Undated . 
8 . 
A folder containing map of Japan, infor mati on on sports, 
geographical features, climate , cities and resorts . 
Johnson, ~1ary. 
Books, 1939 . 
Airplanes . Co lumbus : 
U np a g e d . 2 0 c e n t s . 
Charles E . Merrill 
Preparation of planes for flight , the manufacture of 
planes and their uses is explained in this booklet . 
9 . Johnson, l\1ary . Trains Toda_y_ . Columbus: Charles E . Merrill 
3o olt s , 19 3 9 . 
The different kinds of trains and the helpers who ma ke 
traveling pleasant are show n here . 
10 . Locomo tives and Trains . Southern Railway System , Post Office 
Box 18 08 , Washington, D.C . Unpaged . 
Pictures showing the wood-burning railroads from 1830 
to the diesel -powered streamliners of today . 
11 . Look at Australia . Australia News and Information Bureau , 
636 Fifth Avenue, New York 20, N. Y. 16 pages . 1958 . 
Th i s pa c ket contains pictures and i nformat i on on 
Australia. 
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12 . £Jianual of L:_aboratory Safety . Fisher Scientific Company , 
717 Forbes Street , Pittsburg , Penn . 19)2 . 46 pages . 
This bookl e t gives detailed instructions with illus-
tratio ns on accident prevention and fire prevention in 
the laboratory , first aid, and safety equipment . 
13. r·1arch to Ma r ke t,. The . Swift and Company, Public Relations 
Department, Union S toc k Yards, Chicago 9, Ill . 
16 pages . 
194 8 . 
A comic book containing the story of meat from the 
op en range to the kitchen . 
14 . HcCory, Mae. TJii l k . Charles E. r·Terrill Books, Columbus : 19)1. 
32 pages. 20 cents . 
This booklet shows how milk and cream ar e obtained, the 
different types of dairy far ms , and milk around the world . 
1). McCary, r·1ae . 1rJ here Animals Live . Charles E . Merrill Book s, 
Columbus: 19)1 . 32 pages. 20 cents. 
This boo k let tells the story of animals that live in 
water, fly, live in the ground, and those that live only 
on land . 
16 . J'vicC ory , Mae. 1rl ool. Charles E . Ne rrill Books, Columbus : 19)1. 
This boo k let describestm various k ind s of sheep , how 
they are raised, and how wool is processed at the factory. 
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17. Mike and Nancy at.the Airp ort. United Airlines, 5959 South 
Cicero Ave . , Chicago , Ill . 4 pages . 
Mike and Nancy visit the airport and learn about different 
America and Canada . 
18. Steamships . French Line, Public Relations Department , 
610 Fifth Avenue, New York 20, N.Y. 
Contains pictures in color and descript i ons of ships of 
the French line . 
19 . Story of a Loaf of Bread, The. Continental Baking Company, 
Home Eco no mics Department, 630 Fifth Avenue, New Yor k 20, 
N. Y. Undated . 11 pages . 
A unit with illustration on how bread is made . Also 
contains seat work and pattern for making a loaf o f bread . 
2 0 . Teachers Kit . Association of American Railroads, Trans-
portation Building, Washington, D.C. Undated . 
This packet contains a set of railroad pictures and 
the stories behind them . 
21. Tibbets, Albert B. First Boo k on Bees, The . Heath and 
Company, 280-2 82 Spring Str~et, Atlanta 3 , Georgia. 1952 . 
68 pages . 2 0 cents . 
This book gives detailed descriptions of bees and their 
honeymaking, their highly organized society, and the many 
ways they help man . 
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22 . Tuberculosis Facts in Picture Langua9_£ . National Tubercu-
losis Association, 1719 Broadway, New Yor k 19 , N. Y. 1 9 52 . 
8 pages . 
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SOCIAL STUDIES READERS 
1. Bein , Jerrold. Eric On the Desert . New York : IVillia m 
Morrow and Co ., 1953 . Grades (2-4) 
Eric has just mov e d to Arizona and must prove himself 
b e for e he is accepted as a member of the Desert Rat Club . 
He l e arns many things about the b eauty and danger of the 
deserts and finally earns his membership . 
2. Bur k hardt, R ichard vJ. , McGuiness, Ann G., Our Community . 
Chicago : Be c k ley Cardy Co ., 1954 . Grades (2-4) 
These stories compare one child ' s community with 
a not her . 
3. Car men, Carl. Too Many Cherries . New York . The ViKing 
Press, 1949. Grades (2-3) 
Boy s and girls will like this story about young Bill , 
who helped his father sell the ir cherry crop. 
Coatsworth , Wlizabeth . Boston Bells . New York : The 
Mac millan Co mpany, 1952. Gr a des (3-5) 
An exciting picture of a riot in Boston in 1794. For 
two days the bells were rung constantly until the British 
returned the me n they had forced aboard their ships. The 
boy in the story is John Copley , famous American artist . 
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5. Davis , Norma n. Pickens Great Adventure . I~ew Yor k : Oxford 
Press, 1950 . 
Pickens wears a necklace char m, has a donkey for a pet, 
and floats his canoe on th e great Gambia river in Africa. 
6 . Etting, Mary. Machines at Work . New York: Garden City 
Books, 1953. Grades(4-5). 
Giant shovel, over the head, pile driver , tractor for 
various farms use, plants, harvester, seeding machine , are 
among the many machines explained in this useful book . 
7. Gosset, Margaret . The First Book of Boats. New Yor k : 
Frank lin 1tJa tt, Inc., 1953. Grades (3-4). 
This book introduc e s young readers to the fascinating 
t.ro r ld of boats. 
8 . Hawkes, Hester. Ning 1 s Po!},Y_. New Yor k : Cot.Jard-McCann , 
1953 . Grades (2-4). 
An engaging story of a young Chinese boy and his pony 
who has only on e bad trick . 
9 . Hord, Ed ith Thacher . Caboose. Ne1..r York: Lothrop, Lee and 
Shepherd Co., 195 0 . Grades (3-5). 
The satisfying and informative story of a little r ed 
caboose and the various trains he knew most of which were 
too slow to suit him. 
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10 . Helfman, Elizabeth. Milkman Treddy . New York : J ulian 
Me ssner, Inc ., 1952 . Grades (3-5) . 
Ten-year-old Treddy learns to be a rea 1 helper on his 
uncle ' s farm . Information worked i nto an engrossing story . 
11 . !pear, Dahler . One Horse Farm . New York : Doubleday and 
Co., 1950 . Grades (6-7) . 
Delightfully pictured informational story of the life 
of Betty, the farm horse , who is f i nally sent out to pasture 
to play while a tractor takes over the farm work . 
12. Johnson, Enid . Tommy and the Orange Lemmon Tree . Nevl York: 
Julian I1~essner, Inc., 1953 . Grades (5-6) . 
Good information on citrus industry in a story of Tommy 
an d his Mex ican playmate, Pedro, who wanted to be useful 
but was continually doing the wrong thing . 
13 . Luckhardt, Mildred . l'1err i ly we Roll Along_ . Ne1rJ Yor k : 
Julian Me ssner, Inc . , 1952 . Grades (4-5). 
Provides valuable information concerning trucks and 
dri vers; where they go, when they travel, what they carry , 
traffic problems they meet . 
14. Lattimore, Eleanor . .l!!.£.igo Hill . Ne1..J York : 1tHlliam :fl~orrow 
and Co . , 1950 . Grades (4-5) . 
An appealing story about three children who live with 
Aunt Toby in South Carolina. Everyday adventures with 
friends and animals . 
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15. Mason , Miriam E . Yo~ng. Mr. Meeker and His Exciting Journey 
to Oregon . Grades (J-5). 
Mr . Meeker is only one month old when he be6omes the 
leader of a cover ed wagon train bound for Oregon in 1852. 
Adventure, suspense, humor, family living , struggle against 
difficu lties make this an engrossing story. 
16. MacDonal, Zilliard K. A Tugboat Toots for Jerry. Nevi Yor k : 
Julian MessnE; Inc., 1953. Grades (4-5). 
Suspense, action, character developme nt, and much 
information about tugboats and the men who work on them 
in this story about eleven-year-old Jerry. 
17 . Nevrberry , Clare Turlay. I.ce Cream for Two. New Yor k : 
Harper and Brothers, 1943. Grades (4-5). 
A sensitive story of a boy who longs for a cat, and 
his mother who is struggling to establi sh herself as an 
artist. Pounce, a Siamese }titten complicates and enriches 
the i r lives. 
1 8 . 0 1 Donnell, Mabel and Bloss, Elizabeth. English Children . 
Evanston , Ill., Row Peterson and Co., 1951. Grades (3-5). 
A film-story which gives a picture of the life in an 
English family - their games, home, city, and holiday in 
a seacoast to\fn. 
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19 . Olds, Helen D. Krista and the Frosty Packages. New York : 
Julian Me ssner, Inc ., 1952 . Grades (4-6) . 
The adults in her family wor ked in a frozen food plant; 
Krista wanted a job, too . Hunting her lost dog, she went 
through the plant, noticing how all the work was done. She 
also found a summer job . 
20. Otto, Margaret C. Cocoa . New York: Henry Holt and Co mpany, 
1953 . Grades (3-4) . 
Peter 's father is a farmer, but Peter wants to be a 
c ow boy • He i s de 1 i g h t e d 1.r i t h a new co 1 t , Co c o a , bu t 
impatient to ride him; it is hard to •mit for Cocoa to 
grow up . All ends happily . 
21. Politi, Le o. The Mis sion Bell. New York : Charles Scribner's 
Sons , 1953 . Grades (3-5) . 
Beautifully illustrated story of early California and 
the beloved Father Serra ... and the little boy who traveled 
1.ori th him . 
22 . Smith , Nancy W. A Den for Tony . New York: Coward-McCann, 
Inc . , 195,3. Grades (3-5) . 
Moving to a new town, Tony is reluctant to leave his 
cub den. He feels very lonely until he makes new friends 
and earns his way into another den . 
23. Schneider, Herman . Let s Look Under the City. New Yor k : 
IH 11 i am R . Scott , Inc . , 19 50 . Gr a de s ( 4- 5 ) . 
so 
This book tells of the water mains, drains , sewage 
disposal, electric wires , and gas under the city . 
24 . Fatha m, Campbell. The Fir s t Book of Trucks . New York : 
Frank lin Watts, Inc . , 1953 . Grades (3-5) . 
"A cowboy in truck driver language is a man who goes 
to o fa s t and bump s i n to t hi n g s • 11 Tony i s a g o o d d r i v e r . 
As the young readers follow this story, he learns all 
about trucks and their work. 
25 . Tooze, Ruth . Tim and the Brass Buttons . New Yor k : Julian 
Messner, Inc . , 195 1. Grades (4-5) . 
2 6 . 
11 0 n e m u s t e a r n t he beaut i f u 1 bra s s of p o 1i c e man ' s 
buttons with a watchful eye , a strong a rm, and a kind 
hea rt . 11 Tim does his best, and his pup , Brownie, actually 
earns a button . 
Unvin, Nora S . Proud Pumpkin . 
New York: Aladdin Books, 1953. 
The Junior Literary Guild . 
Grades (3-5) . 
A humorous story about a pump k in who was too proud to 
be eaten and who intended to live forever. 
27 . Zaffo, George J . The Big Book of Real Fire Enqines . New 
York : Grosset and Dunlap, 1950 . Grades (2-3) . 
In this book large colored pictures and clear explanations 
give vivid information about the various types of fire fighting 
equipment . 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purposeof this study was to present materials of 
varied difficulty which can be used by children in the fifth 
grade. 
First the writer conferred with the principals of the 
elementary schools using the same text as the school where 
the writer is employed and received permission to have con-
ferences with the school librarians, and to use the school 
libraries. After the school libraries were exhausted the 
writer consulted the Dart's Library which is the city's 
public library and wrote up the books found there that are 
recommended in the manual. A total of one hundred books 
were found. 
The writer has assembled books to be used as supplemen-
tary reading material to be used with the text ttYour People 
and Minett that are available in the libraries in the vicinity 
of Charleston, South Carolina. 
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